Super S® Power Steering Sealer

**Super S Power Steering Sealer**

Super S Power Steering Sealer is designed to reduce or eliminate leaks in power steering systems.

**FEATURES/ BENEFITS**

- Contains seal swell additive to help restore seals back to original size
- Keeps lines, seals, and gaskets pliable
- Contains no solids that can plug oil filters and small oil passages

**APPLICATIONS**

- Add Power Steering Sealer to power steering reservoir
- Drive vehicle to recondition system and seal leaks
- If leaks persist, consultation with a mechanic may be in order as the leak may be an indicator of a bigger problem

**SPECIAL HANDLING, NOTICES OR WARNINGS**

Flammable
Keep away from heat and flame.
Use in well ventilated area
Avoid contact with eyes
Avoid prolonged or repeated contact with skin

**PRODUCT NUMBERS**

SUS S150 12/12 oz bottle